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Abstract--The modelling of self-Pr0Pagating high-temperature reactions is attempted using a finite 
difference model. The model is described and model results are compared with experimentally observed 
combustion wave velocities for the reaction 3TIO2 + 4A1 + 3C ~ 3TiC + 2AI 2 03 using various processing 
parameters (diluents, preheating etc.). The model is extended to derive a parameter which determines 
under what conditions a reaction will become self-propagating. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) 
is a ceramic processing technique whereby highly 
exothermic reactions are used to produce a variety of 
ceramic materials [1]. When an SHS reaction is 
initiated in one area of a reactant mixture, e.g. with a 
resistively heated tungsten wire, there is sufficient heat 
release that the reaction becomes self-propagating. A 
high temperature combustion wave travels along the 
reactants converting them to the required products. 
The potential advantages are that the process requires 
little energy and the processing time is reduced to 
seconds [2]. In addition the high temperature of the 
combustion wave tends to expel many volatile impu- 
rities so that SHS produced materials are generally of 
high purity [3]. One of the major disadvantages of the 
process is that SHS produced ceramics are of high 
porosity unless some means of densification, e.g. hot 
pressing, is employed concurrently [4]. 

Although there are many reports on the production 
of ceramic materials by SHS, little work has been 
carried out on modelling the combustion wave and 
the influence of processing parameters on it. 
Merzhanov [5] and Novozhilov [6] derived an analyti- 
cal expression for the combustion wave which was 
dependant on the activation energy (E) of the reac- 
tion. Hardt and Phung [7] developed a model where 
the rate of the reaction was determined by the time 
required for the reactant atoms in adjacent particles 
to diffuse through the product which formed between 
them. The wave velocity was said to be dependent on 
the activation energy for diffusion (Q) and the diffu- 
sion coefficient (D). Both of these models require a 
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knowledge of parameters which are not easily avail- 
able for a particular reaction and are not easily 
calculated. 

A more recent approach to modelling SHS em- 
ployed finite-difference heat flow calculations which 
have been used with some success to calculate com- 
bustion wave velocities for the Ti + C ~ TiC reaction 
[8-10]. The aim of this paper is to examine whether 
a finite difference method can estimate wave velocities 
and temperature profiles for the aluminothermic 
reaction 

3TIO2 + 4AI + 3C ~ 3TiC + 2A120 3 

AHr.298 = - 3 57.4 kJ/mol(TiO2 ). (1) 

The model will be used to estimate the combustion 
wave velocity and examine the time-temperature 
history of the reactants and products. The infor- 
mation gained from the model will allow a greater 
understanding of the SHS process. The influence of 
processing parameters such as the effect of diluents 
and preheating will be compared to experimental 
observations. In addition, the model will be used to 
explore the conditions for which SHS is possible. This 
can be expressed in a simple parameter space with a 
map defining regions where SHS occurs, or is not 
possible. 

2. THE FINITE-DIFFERENCE MODEL 

A reaction will become self-propagating when 
there is sufficient heat release by the reaction to ignite 
reactants ahead of the reaction zone. The basis of the 
model is to try and emulate the process using finite- 
difference mathematics. 

The model considers the reactants as a one- 
dimensional array of cells which are initially at 
room temperature. The reaction is initiated by setting 
the first two cells of the array to the combustion 
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Fig. 1. Three adjacent cells (m - 1, m, m + 1) in the finite 
difference model. 

temperature to imitate rapid heating by an external 
heat source. Two cells are used as initiators because 
cooling of the first cell by convection and radiation 
is considered. If only the first cell is used to initiate 
the reaction it is possible for the cell to cool before 
it initiates an SHS wave. 

After the first two cells are set at the combust ion 
temperature, heat flow between the cells begins to heat 
up the reactants in the third cell. Once the reactants 
in the third cell reach the ignition temperature, i.e. the 
temperature at which the reaction begins to propa- 
gate, it is instantaneously converted to products at the 
combust ion temperature. The fourth cell begins to 
heat up and the process continues so that a combus- 
tion wave travels along the model cells. The model 
therefore assumes that the rate of  reaction is limited 
by heat transfer only and that reaction kinetics and 
transport  by diffusion play a limited role. 

Heat flow calculations are carried out using an 
energy balance approach [11]. Consider three adjacent 
cells ( m -  1, m and m + 1) in Fig. 1, which are at 
temperatures T m_ l, Tm and Tm+l respectively. The 
rate of change of temperature of cell m is dependent 
on the rate of heat flow into (or out of) the cell through 
its two neighbours. The explicit finite-difference 
equation for the system is defined below [equation (2)], 
where the left side of the equation is the rate of heat 
flow into cell m and the right side of the equation is 
the rate of temperature change of cell m 

[Tin- 1 (t) -- Tm(t)] [Tin +1 (t) - Tin(t)] 
k I • A • + k 2 • A • 

Ax Ax 

[Tm(t + A t ) -  Tin(t)] 
= p • a • a x .  Cp At ( 2 )  

where 

k I = 

k 2 

thermal conductivity between cell 
m -  1 and m so that 
k, = 2 .  (kin_ 1 • km)/(km-I + kin) 
thermal conductivity between cell 
m + l and m (J s - l  m -1 K -1) 
heat capacity of cell (J kg-  1 K -  1 ) 

density of cell (kg m -3) 
cell dimension (m) 
time increment between calculations (s) 
cross sectional area of cell (m 2) 
temperature of cell m at time t (K) 
temperature of cell m at time t + At 
(K). 

C• 
p =  

Ax = 
At = 
A =  

rm(t ) = 
Tm(t + At) = 

Rearranging equation (2) allows the calculation of 
the temperature of cell m at time (t + At) by knowing 
the temperature of the cells (m - 1, m and m + 1) at 
time t. 

At 
Tm(t + A t ) - -  Tm(t ) = (Ax)2. Cp.p  {k,. [Tin_l(/) 

- -  T m ( t ) ]  + k2  " [ T i n +  l ( t )  

- Tm(t)]}. (3) 

The first cell in the array, as it has only one nearest 
neighbour, is allowed to cool by convection and 
radiation on its exposed side, so the equation for the 
cell is 

E" o"  .4 • [2984 -- T~(t)] + h" A • [298 - T~ (t)] 

[ T l ( t ) -  T2(t)] 
+ k 2 • A Ax 

= p • AX" Cp [Tl(t + At) Tl(t)] 
2At (4) 

where e is the emissivity of the material, tr is theSte- 
fan-Bol tzman constant  and h is the heat convection 
coefficient. 

A computer program was written to carry out the 
calculations for a row of a 100 cells at time intervals 
At. The reactant cells had the thermophysical proper- 
ties of the 3TIO2 + 4AI + 3C powder mixture. Once a 
reactant cell reached the ignition temperature it was 
instantly converted to the combustion temperature 
and given the thermophysical properties of the 
3TiC +2A120  3 product. The cell size was the ap- 
proximate value of the smallest reactant unit, which 
was taken as 15 # m  (considering 10/~m AI particles 
surrounded by sufficient smaller sized 0.63 t im TiO2 
and 0.02/~m C particles to cause a complete 
reaction). 

3 .  M O D E L  P A R A M E T E R S  

From the heat transfer equations, it can be seen 
that in order to model the SHS reaction the par- 
ameters of combustion temperature, ignition tem- 
perature, specific heat capacity, density and thermal 
conductivity of the reactants and products must be 
estimated. 

3.1. Specific heat capacity, density, combustion tem- 
perature and ignition temperature 

The specific heat and theoretical density of 
the reactants and products are available in the 

Table 1. Comparison of calculated thermal conductivity (50% 
theoretical density) with literature values 

Calculated k Literature k 
Powder (particle size) (W m - i K - I ) ( W  m - l K - i ) 

TiO 2 (0.63 #m) 0.079 0.068 [17] 
AI (10/~m) 0.291 0.256117] 
Carbon black (0.02 #m) 0.015 0.020 [18] 
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literature [12, 13]. The theoretical density of the prod- 
ucts (4360kgm -3) is higher than the theoretical 
density of the reactants (3347kgm-3). However, 
during combustion experiments the external dimen- 
sions of the sample do not change. The apparent 
density of the material therefore is constant during 
the reaction, but porosity is generated in the sample 
and this is accounted for when calculating the ther- 
mal conductivity of the reactants and products. 

The combustion temperature of the propagating 
wave can be estimated by calculating the adiabatic 
combustion temperature (Tad) which is calculated 
assuming that the enthalpy of the reaction (AHr,29s) 
heats up the products and that no energy is lost to the 
surrounding environment. From the definition of 
heat capacity equation (5) allows Tad to be calculated. 

I 
2323 

-- 3AHr,298 = Cp (3TIC + 2AI 2 0 3) dT 
,,1298  (ad 

+ AH m (2A12 03) + (3TIC + 2A12 O30iq)) dT (5) 
323 

AHm(2A1203) is the enthalpy of fusion of alumina 
which is included as Tad is calculated to be 2390 K 
which is higher than the melting point of alumina 
(2323 K). 

The ignition temperature (T~s) has been determined 
by differential thermal analysis to be 1173K [14]. 
This ignition temperature also corresponds to the 
temperature at which a "thermal explosion" takes 
place, i.e. when the reactants are heated in a furnace 
to the ignition temperature so that the reaction takes 
place throughout the whole sample at the same time 
rather than by a propagating wave [15]. 

3.2. Thermal conductivity of the reactant powder mix- 
lure 

Thermal conductivity data for solid materials are 
available in reference tables, however, there is little 
data on the thermal conductivity of powders and 
powders mixtures. A model developed by Luikov 
et al. [16], which had been shown to predict the 
thermal conductivity of a variety of metal and cer- 
amic powders, was used. 

The basis of the model is to calculate the effective 
conductivity of a powder by estimating the contri- 
bution of the four independent modes of heat transfer 
which can occur in a powder mixture. These modes 
are 

(a) heat conduction directly through particle 
contacts 

(b) heat conduction through the gas phase between 
the particles 

(c) radiative heat transfer between particle 
surfaces 

(d) gas convection in pores (only important in 
pores larger than several millimetres). 

The model requires values of density, particle size, 
elastic modulus (to calculate the contact area between 

particles) and the thermal conductivity of the gas 
phase and solid material. Table 1 lists the calculated 
values of k for the three powders compounds which 
compare well with values obtained from literature 
(although the literature values are of unknown 
particle size and slightly different densities). 

The thermal conducitivity of a stoichiometric reac- 
tant mixture of 3TiO 2 + 4A1 + 3C is related to the 
thermal conductivity of the separate components and 
the detailed structure of the mixture. On mixing of 
the titania, aluminium and carbon it was observed 
that the mixture is black due to the carbon phase, 
which has the smallest particle size, coating the titania 
and aluminium powder. The thermal conductivity of 
the powder mixture was therefore calculated by an 
equation derived by Brailsford and Major [equation 
(6)] which calculates the thermal conductivity of a 
three phase mixture assuming that one phase is 
continuous [19], which in this case is the carbon 
black. 

3k0 
kovo + kl vl (2ko + kl ) + kzv2 (2k!---~k+°k2) 

k -  

where 

3k0 3ko 
v0 + vi (2ko + kl ) b v2 (-~0 + k2 ) 

(6) 

k0, kl and k2 = thermal conductivities of the three 
phases 

v 0, v~ and v2 = volume fraction of each phase and 
phase 0 is the continuous phase, 

Porosity. k Ceramic, k 

Fig. 2. (a) Idealised microstructure as alternating layers of 
porosity and ceramic. (b) Optical micrograph of TiC-A1203 
formed by SHS. Dark area is porosity, light area is ceramic. 
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Table 2. Calculated and measured combustion temperatures and 
wave velocity 

Combustion Wave velocity 
temperature (K) (ram s- 1) 

Model 2390 5.8 
Experimental 2200 + 200 3.2 + 0.2 

High current Camera 
supply 

Fig. 3. Experimental apparatus to provide and inert atmos- 
phere during combustion wave velocity measurements. 

Using the values of  thermal conductivity calculated 
by the model the thermal conductivity of  the stoichio, 
metric mixture was determined as 0.081 W m -~ K -j .  
The variation of  thermal conductivity with tempera- 
ture to the ignition temperature was neglected in the 
model because during SHS reactions gases and vol- 
atile species are violently expelled. As the effective 
thermal conductivity of a powder is dominated by 
conduction in the gas phase the accurate determi- 
nat ion of thermal conductivity close to the reaction 
zone would be extremely difficult. 

3.3. Thermal conductivity of  the TiC-hl20  3 product 

It has been observed that the final microstructure 
of the TiC-A1203 consists of an alternating laminar  
structure of ceramic and porosity, shown by the 
idealised structure in Fig. 2. If  we consider heat flow 
in the direction shown then heat conduction is depen- 
dent on the poorer conductor.  The overall thermal 
conducitivity of the material (kin) is [20] 

km = k~" kp (7) 
(Vp" k c + v e" kp) 

where 

k¢ and kp = thermal conductivity of the ceramic 
and pore phases respectively; 
v~ and vp = volume fractions of ceramic pore phases 
respectively. 

As k¢>>kp then, equation (7) reduces to 

kp 
k m ~ - - .  (8) 

Vp 

The thermal conductivity of the pore phase is a 
combinat ion of the conductivity of the gas phase in 
the pore and the radiation across the pore surface [20] 
(convection is only important  in very large pores 
several millimetres in size). Therefore 

kp = kg~(T) + 4dp. a '  E. T 3 (9) 

where 

k g ~ ( T ) = t h e r m a l  conductivity of gas phase at 
temperature T; 
dp = pore size. 

4 .  E X P E R I M E N T A L  P R O C E D U R E  

Powder blends of TiO2 (particle size 0 .63#m,  
98.7% purity from Johnson Matthey), A1 (10.0 #m, 
99.7%, ALPOCO) and carbon black (~0.02/~m, 

i" 
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Fig. 4. Time--temperature profile of a single cell in the finite difference model. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature profile through 100 cells at a time t showing the high temperature gradient between 

the reactants and products. 

CABOT-Elftex 285) were produced by dry ball 
milling the powders with alumina media for 12 h. The 
reactant mixture was then sieved through a 100/~m 
mesh to reduce the number of agglomerates. Com- 
pacts 25 mm in diameter and 5 mm thickness were 
prepared by cold pressing at 40 MPa to approx. 50% 
theoretical density. To reduce the amount of impuri- 
ties expelled during the high temperature reaction the 
compacts were baked at 120°C (in air) for 24h to 
reduce the level of adsorbed water. 

In order to provide an inert atmosphere during 
propagation of the combustion wave the reaction was 
carried out in a Pyrex reaction vessel with an argon 
atmosphere (Fig. 3). The argon flow rate was con- 
trolled by a valve and monitored with an oil bubbler. 
The sample was placed on a porous alumina brick 
and the reaction was initiated by means of a tungsten 
wire (0.38 mm diameter) heated by a high current 
supply. During synthesis the argon flow rate was 
reduced to a 

Fig. 

minimum to decrease the possible 

2500-  

2400 - Al~/melting point 

2 3 0 0 -  X 

~ 2200 - -  

~ 2100 -- .~. 

~ I I I I I [ f :~ 2000 
< 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 

Excess A120 3 (wt%) 

6. Graph of adiabatic combustion temperature vs 
alumina diluent content. 

cooling of the product by the gas flow. A camera with 
a high speed motor drive (2.5 frames/s) was used to 
measure the combustion wave velocity. Combustion 
wave velocities were measured from a minimum of 
three experimental runs. 

The combustion wave temperature was measured 
using a Kellar PB06 digital pyrometer of the disap- 
pearing filament type. The accuracy of the measure- 
ment is low (estimated as +200K)  due to the 
difficulty in measuring the temperature of a moving 
combustion wave. 

5. MODEL RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH 
EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Figure 4 shows a typical time-temperature profile 
for a single cell. In the region A -~ B the reactants are 
gradually heated by the advancing combustion wave 
and the aluminium phase melts. On reaching the 
ignition temperature there is a rapid temperature 
increase as the reactants are converted to products at 
the adiabatic combustion temperature (region 
B ---* C). The cell then begins to cool (region C ---* D) 
and the alumina phase solidifies as heat flows into the 
next unreacted cell. A periodic rise and fall of the 
cell temperature is observed in the region D - ~  E 
which is produced by the back flow of heat as the 
wave advances through the following cells. Irregular- 
ities have been observed in similar regions of exper- 
imentally measured time-temperature profiles but it 
is uncertain if they are due to the same mechanism [4]. 

The combustion wave velocity was determined 
from the time-temperature histories of two cells a 
known distance apart. Table 2 compares the 
calculated and experimentally determined combus- 
tion wave velocity and combustion temperature. 
The agreement between the figures is an indication 
to how realistic the model and its time-temperature 
data are. 
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Fig. 7. Graph of combustion wave velocity vs alumina 
diluent content for experimental and model results. 

In addition to time-temperature histories, the 
model is able to show the temperature distribution 
throughout the sample at an instantaneous time t, as 
seen in Fig. 5. The profile shows the high temperature 
gradient between the reactants and products that is 
required for the reaction to be self-sustaining. The 
thermal gradient can be reduced in the model by 
increasing the thermal conductivity of the reactants. 
However, if the thermal conductivity is too high then 
heat is rapidly drawn away from the combustion zone 
and the wave extinguishes itself. This effect has been 
noticed experimentally by Rice et al. [21] who re- 
ported that high density reactant compacts will not 
undergo SHS due to the high thermal conductivity of 
the reactant powder. 

5.1. Modelling o f  the addition o f  alumina to the 
reaction 

One method of attempting to control an SHS 
reaction is by the addition of diluents [22]. For  
example, alumina powder can be added to the initial 
reactant mixture, so that the SHS equation becomes 

3TiO 2 + 4A1 + 3C + xAl203 

--* 3TiC + (2 + x)A1203. (10) 

The added alumina does not take part in the reaction 
but merely increases the thermal mass of  the reactants 
and thus lowers the combustion temperature. The 
lower combustion temperature gives rise to a lower 
reaction rate and thus the combustion wave velocity 
is reduced. 

The modelling of the addition of diluent using the 
finite difference model is carried out by calculating 
the variation of thermal conductivity, specific heat 
capacity of reactants and products and Tad with 
alumina diluent content. The change of reactant 
thermal conductivity as alumina is added is low. 
Alumina powder was calculated by the Luikov model 
to have a thermal conductivity of 0.082 W m -  l K -  
which is similar to titania powder 
( 0 . 0 7 9 W m - l K - t ) .  As the volume fraction of 
alumina increased this had little effect on the thermal 
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conductivity of the reactants as it is dominated by the 
low thermal conductivity of the carbon phase. The 
specific heat capacity of reactant and products were 
calculated using thermodynamic data [12, 13]. 

Thermal conductivity and specific heat variations 
due to the addition of alumina will only have a small 
effect on the combustion wave when compared to the 
effect of the change of Tad. The variation of T~a with 
alumina diluent level is shown in Fig. 6. 

The experimentally measured variation of combus- 
tion wave velocity with alumina diluent content is 
shown in Fig, 7. As the alumina content increases 
the combustion wave velocity decreases. At 10 and 
15 wt% additions of alumina the combustion wave 
becomes unstable and the wave velocity calculated is 
the mean speed over the whole sample. At 20 wt% 
excess alumina the reactants could not be ignited even 
though the adiabatic combustion temperature 
(2323 K) satisfies the empirical observation that Tad 
must be greater than 1800 K for SHS to occur [23]. 
This can be accounted for by considering that, in 
addition to lowering the combustion temperature, the 
inert alumina diluent is acting as a barrier which 
prevents reactant particle contact. 

The finite difference model calculations are shown 
in Fig. 7 for comparison with experimental results. 
As the alumina diluent content is increased the 
model wave velocity decreases in a similar manner 
to the experimental results. Both the experimental 
and model fail to propagate 20 wt% alumina. No 
transition from stable to unstable propagation was 
observed with the model. 

5.2. Modelling o f  the use o f  excess aluminium 

Another method of controlling the SHS reaction 
by the addition of diluents can be achieved by the 
addition of excess reactants. For  example excess 
aluminium can be added to the initial reactant mix so 
that the reaction becomes 

3TiO2 + (4 + x)Al + 3C 

--* 3TiC + 2A1203 + xAl. (11) 

2500 -- 

~ 2400 ~ ~ m e l t i n g  point 

~ 2200 -- 

2100 -- Q 

'~ 2000 -- 

1900 --  
o 

"~ 18o0 --  

I I I I I :~ 1700 
.< 10 20 30 40 50 

Excess  aluminium (wt%) 

Fig. 8. Graph of  adiabatic combustion temperature vs 
aluminium diluent content. 
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Fig. 9. Graph of combustion wave velocity vs aluminium 
diluent content for experimental and model results. 

o 
0 I I I I I I I 

40 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

Starting temperature, Tstart(K) 

Fig. 11. Graph of combustion wave velocity vs starting 
temperature for experimental and model results. 

The finite difference modelling of the variation of 
wave velocity with aluminium content is carried out 
by calculating the change of thermal conductivity, 
specific heat and Tad with aluminium content. The 
thermal conductivity of the reactant powder is 
achieved by increasing the volume fraction of the 
aluminium phase in the rule of mixtures equation of 
Brailsford and Major. Aluminium has a greater effect 
on the thermal conductivity of the reactants when 
compared to using alumina as a diluent which is due 
to the much higher thermal conductivity of the 
aluminium powder. Although specific heat and ther- 
mal conductivity have some effect on the wave vel- 
ocity the dominant factor is the change in adiabatic 
combustion temperature with excess aluminium con- 
tent which is shown in Fig. 8. 

The experimental measurements of the variation of 
wave velocity with aluminium content are shown in 
Fig. 9. It can be seen that the expected decrease of the 
wave velocity with increasing diluent content is not 
observed. The wave velocity increases with a small 
addition of excess aluminium (5% wt) and the wave 
velocity begins to decrease at higher additions of 
diluent with the reaction failing to propagate at 

o 

o 
o 

< 

2900!-- 

2800 -- 

~ 2700 - -  

2600 - 

2500 -- 

2400 - 

2300 
200 

L I I I I I I 
300 400 500 600 700 800 900 

Starting temperature, Tstart(K ) 

Fig. 10. Graph of adiabatic combustion temperature vs 
preheating (starting) temperature. 

40% wt excess aluminium. An increase in wave vel- 
ocity with liquid diluent has been observed for other 
reactions by Fu et al. [24] on the reaction 
Ti + 2B + xA1 ---* TiB 2 + xA1 and by Feng et  al. [25] 
on the reaction 2B2 03 + C + (4 + x)A1 --* 
B 4 C + 2AI 2 03 + xA1. 

The possible reasons for the increased combustion 
wave velocity could be 

(i) increased mass diffusion and transfer due to 
presence of a liquid phase [24] 

(ii) increased thermal conductivity of reactants as 
more aluminium is added 

(iii) increased aluminium/titania particle content. 

The effect of increased thermal conductivity is 
taken into account by the finite difference model. 
Figure 9 shows that the finite difference model pre- 
dicts only a small initial increase of the wave velocity 
with aluminium content. At higher levels of diluents 
the model wave velocity begins to decrease gradually 
and fails to propagate at 30 wt% excess aluminium. 
From the model calculations it can be assumed that 
the effect of thermal conductivity on the wave vel- 
ocity is only a small factor which causes the exper- 
imentally observed increase in wave velocity. 

Increasing the aluminium content of the reactants 
increases aluminium/titania particle contact. This 
may result in an increase in wave velocity as the SHS 
reaction has been shown from DTA experiments to 

Combustion 
Products zone Reactants Reactants 

(m-l) ~ m - - - - ]  ( m + l ) ~  (m+2) 

Heat Main Heat 
loss Heat loss 

flow 
Fig. 12. Four adjacent cells in the finite different model 
showing the areas of heat flow from the combustion zone. 
The wave will continue to propagate if the combustion zone 
can heat the reactants in cell (m + 1) to the ignition tempera- 

ture. 
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Fig. 13. (a) Graph showing areas defined as SHS and 
non-SHS. Model results are plotted and whether the com- 
bustion wave undergoes SHS is indicated. (b) Various 
reactions obtained from literature are plotted on the 

mapped region. 

occur by an initial reaction between A1 and TiO2 [14]. 
However, Fu et al. [24] observed a similar effect on 
the reaction Ti + 2B + xA1 ---, TiB2 + xAl where the 
A1 does not take part in the reaction. The reason for 
the experimentally observed increase in wave velocity 
is therefore probably due to the increased diffusion 
processes due to the presence of the liquid aluminium 
phase during the reaction. This observation shows the 
limitations of the finite difference model which con- 
siders that the combustion wave is limited by heat 
flow only and does not consider local chemical 
kinetics. 

It is interesting to note that Feng et al. [26] 
conducted similar experiments on reaction 11 
but observed only a decrease in wave velocity 
with aluminium content. This could be due to the 
fact that Feng et aL used very much larger particle 
size reactants (all 44#m).  The increased diffusion 
processes due to the presence of liquid aluminium 
may have had little effect as the reaction rate was 
dominated by large diffusion barriers which were 
produced as the products formed between the large 
particles. 

5.3. Modelling the effect o f  preheating the reactants 
prior to ignition 

Whereas diluents are used to decrease the combus- 
tion temperature, preheating the reactants prior to 
ignition produces an increase in the combustion 
temperature and reaction rate [27]. The effect of 
preheating on the adiabatic combustion temperature 
is estimated by considering the energy supplied by the 
reaction and the energy supplied by the preheating 
process. 

Enthalpy of reaction + energy supplied by 
heating = energy required to heat up products 

f2 rs"" -- 3AHr.298 + Cp (3TiOz + 4AI + 3C) dT 
98 

= I tad Cp(3TiC + 2A1203) dT. (12) 
,/298 

Where Tstar t is the preheat temperature of the reactants 
prior to ignition of the combustion wave. 

Modelling the effect of preheating on the combus- 
tion wave velocity is achieved by increasing the 
starting temperature of the reactant cells to Tstar t and 
increasing the adiabatic combustion temperature 
which has been calculated using equation (12) and is 
shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 is a graph of wave velocity 
vs preheating temperature for the model and exper- 
imental results. Both the model and experimental 
wave velocity increase with starting temperature 
although the difference between the predicted and 
measured wave velocity becomes larger as the pre- 
heating temperature increases. This may be an effect 
of the increased radiative heat losses which occur 
from the sample edges as the combustion temperature 
of the reaction increases. In addition the specific heat 
capacity equations are only accurate in the tempera- 
ture range 298-1800 K and therefore the higher the 
extrapolation (up to 2900 K) the greater the possi- 
bility or error. Errors in the specific heat capacity (Cp) 
calculations may have a large effect on the model 
wave velocity as Cp is used in both the calculation of  
Tad and in the heat transfer calculations in the 
finite-difference model. 

Advani et aL [10] used the finite difference method 
to model preheating of the Ti + C ~ TiC reaction 
and obtained very good agreement with their exper- 
imental work up to 850°C. During preheating from 
200 to 850°C the adiabatic combustion temperature 
remains at the melting point of TiC (3210 K) and the 
melt fraction of TiC increased from 0 to 60%. It was 
stated that the increase in model wave velocity with 
temperatures from 200 to 850°C appeared to be only 
due to an increase in the initial cell temperature as the 
energy released during solidification of the TiC was 
not included in the model. The energy released by the 
liquid phase has a significant effect on the wave 
velocity. If  the energy contribution of  the TiC melt 
was included in the model larger discrepancies be- 
tween predicted and measured wave velocities would 
be observed. 
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6. THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR SHS 

The finite difference model appears to be able to 
model SHS reactions, therefore, the model could be 
used to provide information on the type of reaction 
which will undergo SHS. For  instance, which particu- 
lar values of Tad, T~g, Cp, k and p combine to produce 
an SHS reaction? By mapping an appropriate par- 
ameter space it is possible to illustrate the reactions 
which can undergo SHS. 

Consider four cells as in Fig. 12, where cell m has 
just reacted and is at the adiabatic combustion tem- 
perature and cell m + 1 is beginning to heat up to the 
ignition temperature. The reaction will proceed if the 
energy released by cell m on cooling is greater than 
the energy required to heat up cell m + 1 to Tig. In 
addition there will be heat losses from cell m to cell 
m - 1 (the back flow discussed earlier), and from cell 
m + 1 to cell m + 2 through the reactants. 

Therefore we can define that a reaction will un- 
dergo an SHS reaction if 

f r  ~d (products) d T -- heatloss Cp 1 
ig 

f/i Cp(reactants) dT + heatlossm+ l_m+ 2 (13) 

where T~a~t is the starting temperature of the reactants 
(usually 298 K, unless some preheating is used). The 
range T~g to Tad has been used on the left hand side 
of equation (t3) because if the temperature of the 
combustion zone falls below T~s then it will be 
impossible for it to heat the reactants up to ~g. 

It has been observed that the SHS reaction is only 
influenced by very high values of reactant thermal 
conductivity. Under normal conditions the thermal 
gradient between reactants and products is very large 
due to the low thermal conductivity of the reactant 
powder and therefore heat flow through the reactants 
is small and can be neglected. Similarly the back flow 
of heat through the products is low (see temperature 
profiles in Figs 4 and 5) because the temperature 
difference throughout the high temperature product 
is small. Considering a reaction with no solidification 
or melting, equation (13) can be simplified to 

;T ad ~ Tig Cp(products ) d T  ~> Cp(reactants) dT. (14) 
ig ~ Tstart 

On integrating 

Cp(products) • (Tad -- :Fig) 

>1 (Tp(reactants).(Tig- Ts~,) (15) 

where (~p is the mean specific heat capacity in the 
temperature ranges. 

Rearranging the equation, SHS will occur if 

(Tad-  Tig) ~p(reactants) 
~> - -  (16) 

(Tig-  Tstart) ~p(products)" 

Equation (16) includes all the parameters used in 
the model except for density and thermal conduc- 
tivity, which are only factors under extreme circum- 
stances. 

A wide range of values of Tad, Tig, Tst~t and specific 
heat ratios were used in the model and plotted on the 
graph of (Tad-  Tig)/(Tig- T~ar,) vs Cp(reac- 
tants)/Cp (products) as shown in Fig. 13(a). The diag- 
onal line is the focus of equation (16) and divides the 
mapped region into an area where SHS is possible 
and another area where it is not. There is an excellent 
agreement with the prediction of the complete finite 
difference model. 

In order to validate the model experimental results 
it is necessary to obtain T~g experimentally, all other 
parameters can be either found in the literature or 
calculated. A variety of reactions were found in the 
literature in which the ignition temperature has been 
obtained by thermocouple measurements, differential 
thermal analysis or by noting the furnace temperature 
in the "thermal explosion" method. These reactions 
are listed in Table 3. 

The data in Table 3 is shown graphically in 
Fig. 13(b), were the ability of the reaction to undergo 
SHS was predicted correctly for every reaction, ex- 
cept for Mo+2Si---*MoSi2 which is a weakly 
exothermic reaction. It is observed that the very 
exothermic SHS reactions (such as Ti + C ~ TiC) lie 
well within the SHS boundary and that weaker SHS 
reactions which propagate slowly or are unstable, 
such as 2Ni + Si ---. Ni2Si and Mo + 2Si ---* MoSi 2 lie 
close to the boundary line. The weak exothermic 
reactions, such as Si + C ---* SiC and Ti + Ni -+ TiNi 
lie well within the "No SHS" zone and the "thermal 
explosion" method must be used to produce a 
reaction. 

Table 3. SHS parameters  for a variety of  

Reaction [Ref.] 

reactions, Tstar t = 298 K unless indicated 

Si + C ~ SiC [28] 
Ti + Ni ~ TiNi [29] 
9Cu + 4A1 ~ Cu9A14 [30] 
3ZrO2 + 4AI + 3C----~ 3ZrC + 2A1203 [15] 
Ti + AI---~ TiAI [31] 

Mo + 2Si ---* MoSi 2 [32] 
2Ni + Si --4 Ni2Si [33] 
Ni + AI ---* NiA1 [34] 
Ti + C--~ TiC [35] 
Ti + 2B ~ TiB 2 [36] 
3TiO 2 + 4A1 + 3C ---* TiC + 2A1203 [15] 

(T~d - Tig) Cp(reactants) SHS 
Tad(K) Tie(K) (Tis - 298) Cp (products) 

1800 1573 0.20 0.89 No  
1552 1183 0.42 1.14 No  
1103 821 0.54 0.93 No  
2000 1193 0.90 0.93 No  
1518 913 0.98 1.05 No  

1.12, Tstar t = 373 1.05 Yes 
1913 1217 0.76 0.82 Yes 
1600 965 0.95 0.91 Yes 
1911 900 1.68 0.85 Yes 
3210 1300 1.91 0.89 Yes 
3200 1573 1.28 0.81 Yes 
2390 I 173 1.39 0.89 Yes 
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The effect of preheating on the SHS reaction 
Ti + AI ~ TiAI can also be seen in Table 3. It has 
been reported by Yi et al. [31] that preheating above 
373 K is required to produce a steady SHS reaction. 
When Tst~ is increased from 298 to 373 K then 
(T~d- Tis)/(Ti8- Tstart) becomes greater the ratio of 
specific heats and therefore the reaction moves from 
the "No SHS" zones into the "SHS" zone on the 
graph. Accurate prediction of the required Ts~rt 
would be difficult because of the inaccuracies of the 
model near the boundary conditions due to errors in 
the specific heat capacity calculations and ignition 
temperature and the simplification of the model. 

CONCLUSION 

Modelling of the SHS reaction 3TIO2 + 4AI + 
3C--~3TiC+2AI203 has been carried out using 
finite-difference modelling. The model combustion 
wave velocity compares well with experimental 
observations. 

Time-temperature profiles from the model reveal a 
periodic fluctuation in the temperature of the ceramic 
directly after the SHS reaction. This is caused by the 
back flow of heat from the advancing combustion 
wave. Distance-temperature profiles show the large 
temperature gradient between the reactants and prod- 
ucts which is required to sustain the reaction. Increas- 
ing the thermal conducitivity of the reactants lowers 
the temperature gradient but can cause rapid cooling 
of the reaction zone resulting in the combustion wave 
being extinguished. This is observed experimentally 
with high density reactant compacts of high thermal 
conductivity. 

Processing parameter effect such as the addition of 
diluents and preheating have also been modelled. 
Model results generally compare well with exper- 
imental results, however, the addition of aluminium 
as a diluent highlights the disadvantage of using a 
model which assumes that the wave is limited by heat 
transfer and that diffusion plays a limited role. 

The model has allowed the effects of adiabatic 
combustion temperature (Tad), ignition temperature 
(Tig), starting temperature (T, tan), specific heat (Cp) 
and thermal conductivity (k) on the SHS wave to be 
examined. The information gained from the model 
has enabled a parameter to be derived which deter- 
mines whether a reaction will undergo SHS. A reac- 
tion will become self-propagating if 

(T~d- Tig) t~p (reactants) 

(Tig - Ts~rt) >~ ~p(products)" 

The predictions of the equation compare well 
with a variety of reactions found in the literature. 
This kinetic condition for SHS has a sounder theor- 
etical foundation than empirical relations which have 
been proposed earlier, e.g. a critical value of Tad or 
ratio of Taa/Cp. In addition this formulation can 
be used to include the influence of preheating and 
diluents. 
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